ABSTRACT Bi-directional transplacental trafficking occurs routinely during the course of normal pregnancy, from fetus to mother and from mother to fetus. In addition to a variety of cell-free substances, it is now well recognized that some cells are also exchanged. Microchimerism refers to a small number of cells (or DNA) harbored by one individual that originated in a genetically different individual. While microchimerism can be the result of iatrogenic interventions such as transplantation or transfusion, by far the most common source is naturally acquired microchimerism from maternal-fetal trafficking during pregnancy. Microchimerism is a subject of much current interest for a number of reasons. During pregnancy, fetal microchimerism can be sought from the mother's blood for the purpose of prenatal diagnosis. Moreover, studies of fetal microchimerism during pregnancy may offer insight into complications of pregnancy, such as preeclampsia, as well as insights into the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis which usually ameliorates during pregnancy. Furthermore, it is now known that microchimerism persists decades later, both fetal microchimerism in women who have been pregnant and maternal microchimerism in her progeny. Investigation of the long-term consequences of fetal and maternal microchimerism is another exciting frontier of active study, with initial results pointing both to adverse and beneficial effects. This review will provide an overview of microchimerism during pregnancy and of current knowledge regarding long-term effects of naturally acquired fetal and maternal microchimerism.
fetus acquires maternal cells. Early evidence of maternal cell transfer to the fetus came from the demonstration of transplacental metastases of maternal melanoma (Reynolds 1955; Freedman et al. 1960) .
Exchange from mother to fetus may have different immunologic consequences than fetus to mother transfer, as the acquisition of maternal cells by the fetus occurs in a nascent immune system. In 1953, Billingham and Medawar conducted experiments in animal models demonstrating the fundamental concept of active acquisition of tolerance in the fetus. At this early date, they began to speculate as to the relevance of their results to physiologic processes: "Actively acquired tolerance may not be a wholly artificial phenomenon. We are inquiring into the possibility that it may occur naturally by the accidental incorporation of maternal cells into a foetus during normal development (Billingham et al. 1953) .
Human correlation of this phenomenon derives from observations in transplantation. In 1988, Claas et al., investigated a group of renal transplant patients who had previously received large numbers of transfusions. In an attempt to find permissible matched grafts for these individuals, the investigators found that there was preferential nonresponsiveness to their non-inherited maternal antigen (NIMA), as compared with the non-inherited paternal antigen (NIPA). They suggested this tolerance may have been induced by fetal exposure to maternal cells, resulting in "true tolerance maintained by chimerism" (Claas et al. 1988) .
More recently long-term persistence of fetal microchimerism (FMc) in the mother has been recognized. A 1996 study of women who had given birth to sons found male DNA in 6 of 8 women including women who had given birth to their sons decades previously (Bianchi et al. 1996) . Testing for male DNA (or male cells) in a woman with prior pregnancies is the most common approach used to identify presumptive FMc. This approach is taken not because of any biological difference in FMc from a son than from a daughter, but rather for practical reasons because a single test can be employed and many women tested. Persistence of maternal microchimerism (MMc) had been recognized by the 1980s, but studies were limited to children with immune deficiencies (Pollack et al. 1982) . Long-term persistence of MMc in individuals without immune deficiency including in healthy adults was described in a 1999 report . Thus, bi-directional trafficking during pregnancy routinely results in the acquisition of both FMc in the mother and MMc in her offspring. (See Fig. 1.) This review will summarize current understanding of naturally acquired Mc, focusing on fetal and maternal sources. The frequency with which Mc occurs, the form in which it originates, and relevant disease associations will be discussed. We will explore unanswered questions about Mc that, when better understood, will enable us to appreciate its functionality and, ultimately, to harness its therapeutic potential.
Fetal microchimerism

Feasibility of noninvasive prenatal diagnosis
Many early investigations of fetomaternal cell trafficking primarily sought to develop methods whereby noninvasive prenatal diagnosis of aneuploidy and other genetic disorders could be accomplished. Karyotypic analysis and quinacrine staining for Y chromosome detection in lymphocytes in maternal circulation was used in this regard by several groups decades ago (Walknowska et al. 1969; Schroder et al. 1972; Schroder et al. 1974) .
Various techniques for fetal cell enrichment have been developed (Herzenberg et al. 1979; Bianchi et al. 1990; Cox et al. 2003) . As molecular techniques have advanced, realization of the goal of achieving noninvasive prenatal diagnosis has become more likely. In addition, consideration of plasma fetal DNA concentration as an adjunct to current screening tests for aneuploidy has also been suggested, as the amount of fetal DNA in maternal circulation is higher in pregnancies with aneuploid fetuses than with euploid fetuses (Bianchi et al. 1997; Lo et al. 2007) .
FMc kinetics in normal pregnancy
Prenatal diagnostic investigations have resulted in a body of literature describing the kinetics of fetal DNA detection in maternal plasma. The primary markers utilized to evaluate fetal material in maternal blood and tissues are based on Y-chromosome detection. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and in situ hybridization analyses (example in Fig. 2 ) have been used most commonly, with increasing utilization of quantitative PCR approaches (Q-PCR). Employing these techniques, it has been shown that FMc, both in cellular form and in free DNA, is quite common, with 70-80% of maternal plasma or serum specimens positive for male DNA, and at least 17% positivity in cellular material (Lo et al. 1997) . Quantitative studies indicate that male DNA accounts for 3-6% of total DNA in maternal plasma . FMc is detectable during pregnancy in maternal blood as early as 4-5 weeks gestational age (Thomas et al. 1994) . The concentration of 
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FMc seems to increase steadily after 24 weeks gestation, peaking at parturition and declining postpartum (Ariga et al. 2001) .
Postpartum clearance of free FMc has been investigated in serial sampling in normal pregnancies; the data indicates clearance is rapid, with a mean half-life of approximately 16 minutes and 100% clearance by one day after delivery' . These findings have been corroborated in other studies (Kolialexi et al. 2004) , although one group found positive results in approximately 20% of samples in a cross-sectional study of women with a remote history of delivery of a son (Invernizzi et al. 2002) . Technical differences in the processing of maternal samples may account for this discrepancy, as studies have shown that different plasma separation techniques yield different data (Chiu et al. 2001) . A variable that could influence results and is influenced by processing techniques is the presence of apoptotic fetal cellular material in maternal plasma (van Wijk et al. 2000) . Such variation, as well as differences in "free fetal DNA" in plasma compared with serum , are important considerations in the field of prenatal diagnosis and also potentially could affect diverse areas, such as forensics (Klintschar et al. 2006) .
FMc alterations in abnormal pregnancy
FMc has been investigated in a number of adverse pregnancy outcomes, particularly those likely to stem from abnormal placentation. As noted previously, the first documentation of transfer of fetal material into the maternal system is attributed to Georg Schmorl in an 1893 study of eclampsia (seizures in pregnancy). Detailed analysis was conducted of autopsy tissue from 17 women who died from eclampsia. He identified multinucleated cells in maternal lung and other tissues and systematically assessed the likelihood that these were of placental origin. Remarkably, he also described fetomaternal trafficking in normal pregnancies but estimated significant quantitative differences in pregnancies complicated by eclampsia (Schmorl 1893; Lapaire et al. 2007) .
More recently the early findings of Schmorl have been confirmed in studies employing molecular techniques that have identified increased numbers of fetal erythroblasts and increased amounts of free fetal DNA in maternal circulation in preeclampsia compared with normal pregnancy (Holzgreve et al. 1998; Zhong et al. 2001) . Similar findings, even more marked, have been reported in a severe variant of preeclampsia called HELLP syndrome (hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, and low platelets) (Swinkels et al. 2002) . This may be related to increased fetomaternal transfer or due to diminished maternal clearance capacity (Lau et al. 2002) .
Increased fetomaternal trafficking has been described in other pregnancy disorders which share underlying placental abnormalities, including fetal growth restriction and preterm labor Al-Mufti et al. 2000) . In addition, iatrogenic obstetric interventions may increase the maternal receipt of fetal material. External cephalic version has been shown to result in a substantial increase in free fetal DNA in maternal circulation . Termination of pregnancy results in a substantial release of fetal material into maternal circulation . FMc can also occur after spontaneous abortion. It has been speculated that greater capacity for fetal cell differentiation in early gestation confers a higher probability of FMc engraftment (Kiarash Khosrotehrani 2003; McGrath 2004) . Long-term persistent FMc has been described in women with no history of childbirth but with a history of spontaneous abortion as well as women who have only a history of elective termination; of additional note, in that study the highest prevalence and highest levels of FMc were observed in women who had a past history of elective abortion. .
FMc and amelioration of rheumatoid arthritis during pregnancy
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a relatively common autoimmune disorder for which the hallmark feature is symmetrical inflammatory arthritis that causes pain, stiffness, swelling, and limited function of multiple joints. More than 70 years ago, Hench reported the observation that pregnancy induces amelioration of RA for most women (Hench 1938) . Arthritis recurs after delivery usually within 3 months (Ostensen et al. 2004) . Plasma cortisol, which rises during pregnancy to peak at term, was initially thought to be important in the pregnancy-induced amelioration of RA (Hench 1938 ), but arthritis improvement was not explainable by changes in cortisol in subsequent studies, or by changes in sex hormone levels (Ostensen et al. 2004) . The hypothesis was later proposed that FMc of the mother might be responsible. In the early 1990's indirect evidence was reported to support this hypothesis. Fetal-maternal disparity for HLA (human leukocyte antigen) class II molecules was found to correlate with pregnancy-induced improvement of arthritis (Nelson et al. 1993) . When the fetus was more disparate from the mother for HLA class II molecules, arthritis was more likely to improve, and when similar, arthritis remained active or even worsened.
After the technology became available to identify and quantify FMc a subsequent study was done in which FMc was measured in blood samples from women with RA over the course of pregnancy and postpartum. The study found a significant inverse correlation of FMc with arthritis activity i.e. higher levels of FMc were found when arthritis was quiescent and lower levels when it was active . A step by step mechanistic hypoth- esis for how FMc might induce arthritis remission was recently described (Adams et al. 2007) . In this paper "The Changing Self Hypothesis," events in placental biology and immunologic changes that occur as part of normal pregnancy due to the need for maternal tolerance to disparate fetal HLA antigens are proposed to secondarily result in improvement of the mother's autoimmune arthritis symptoms. Most autoimmune diseases do not improve during pregnancy. However, similar mechanisms could play a role in the improvement that is observed in two other autoimmune diseases, multiple sclerosis and Graves' thyroiditis.
Long-term persistent FMc and its functional capacity
While earlier studies suggested FMc can sometimes be found in women who were previously pregnant, that FMc commonly persists long-term including in healthy women has only recently been appreciated. In a study that isolated progenitor cells (CD34+CD38+) from 8 women who had previously given birth to sons male DNA (presumed FMc) was found in 6 including one woman for whom the son was born 27 years earlier (Bianchi et al. 1996) . FMc has been described within a wide variety of different cell types, presumptive evidence of engraftment of women with fetal stem cells. FMc has also been demonstrated in CD34-enriched products (Adams et al. 2003; Guetta et al. 2003; Mikhail et al. 2008) . In apheresis products from female hematopoietic cell transplantation donors, 34% of growth factor mobilized apheresis products were positive for male DNA (presumed FMc) and within CD34-enriched products 48% were positive (Adams et al. 2003) . CD34+ cells that are adherent in culture represent a population of cells with particularly broad differentiation potential and in another study, up to 11% of these cells were male in female test subjects (Mikhail et al. 2008) . In another study of bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells, male DNA was uniformly identified in women who had sons and was not found in women with daughters or no pregnancies (O'Donoghue et al. 2004) . Whether mesenchymal cells represent an entirely different population or a transdifferentiated form of an hematopoietic stem cell remains unresolved (Rossi 2004) . FMc has also been identified within T cells, B cells, monocyte/macrophages and natural killer cells in healthy women and in women with autoimmune disease, as will be discussed in more detail below .
FMc has been investigated within multiple different types of tissues obtained from biopsies or autopsies. Conducting studies of women who had sons, and assessing FMc by testing either for male DNA or by fluorescence in situ hybridization for male cells, FMc has been found in liver, thyroid, cervix, gallbladder, intestine, spleen, lymph nodes, heart, and kidneys (Khosrotehrani et al. 2004; Stevens et al. 2004; Bayes-Genis et al. 2005; Koopmans et al. 2005; Koopmans et al. 2008) . Some studies have also evaluated the cellular phenotype of FMc in tissues. Interestingly, these studies have found that some FMc in tissues expresses cell surface markers indicating the cells are tissue specific including for example hepatocytes and cardiomyocytes (Khosrotehrani et al. 2004; Stevens et al. 2004; Bayes-Genis et al. 2005) .
Similarity to human fetal-maternal trafficking has been described in mice and in Rhesus monkeys Jimenez et al. 2005; . Observations in animal models have provided additional insights. In mice, fetal CD4+CD8+ cells were found in the maternal thymus presumably as a precursor to the development of functional T cells (Khosrotehrani et al. 2008) . In other murine studies, fetal cells were found in the maternal brain and appeared to adopt tissuespecific phenotypes (Tan et al. 2005 ).
Long-term persistent FMc and its relationship with the host
The long-term consequences of fetal inhabitants of the maternal system are not yet known. The potential range of effects is pleiotropic with both detrimental and beneficial consequences proposed. There are numerous variables that potentially could influence the impact of FMc on a woman. In addition to the source of origin of the FMc (e.g. from a birth vs. a spontaneous abortion) and the amount of time elapsed since the acquisition of FMc, it is likely that genetic factors are important. HLA genes are wellrecognized as key determinants of immune responses, the donorrecipient HLA-relationship is a critical determinant of transplantation success and specific HLA class II genes are associated with a variety of autoimmune diseases. Thus considering the foregoing observations from other areas of research it seems likely that HLA genes and the HLA-contextual relationship of FMc to a woman impact the maternal response to a fetal inoculum, the potential for those fetal cells to engraft and persist, and the ultimate consequences of such interactions on maternal longterm health.
In studies of systemic sclerosis (SSc), women with SSc and their children born prior to disease onset were HLA-genotyped and compared to mothers who were healthy and their children; the women with SSc significantly more often than controls had given birth to a child who had excess similarity to the mother for HLA-DRB1, an HLA class II gene (Nelson et al. 1998) . In another study the HLA class II genotype of the son (DQA1*0501) was significantly associated with persistent FMc within maternal T (CD3+) cells. While the association of DQA1*0501 with Mc was not observed in another study, methodological differences may account for this discrepancy (Artlett et al. 2003) . Among women with SSc a number of studies have found an increased frequency of DRB1*11 and DRB1*03, and among men DRB1*03 and DQA1*0501(Caucasians). Thus the HLA-relationship of FMc to a woman, the specific HLA alleles of the FMc and the specific HLA alleles of an individual all have the capacity to contribute to risk of an autoimmune disease such as SSc. Increased levels of FMc have also been described in the peripheral blood of women with SSc compared to controls (Nelson et al. 1998) .
The influence of intergenerational histocompatibility on the development of cellular and tissue FMc is emphasized by studies in a mouse model designed to investigate the maternal immune response to acquired fetal cells. In these studies Bonney and colleagues demonstrated that mice mated syngeneically were significantly more likely to develop persistent FMc than those mated allogeneically (Bonney et al. 1997 ).
FMc, malevolence or beneficence? Malevolence: FMc implicated in systemic sclerosis
SSc, like many autoimmune diseases, is increased among women, especially in post-reproductive years. SSc has clinical similarities with a known condition of chimerism, chronic graftversus-host disease (GVHD) that occurs as a complication of hematopoietic cell transplantation. The HLA-relationship of a transplant recipient and the donor is recognized as the key determinant of GVHD. Considering these observations together along with the long-term persistence of Mc from fetal-maternal cell transfer, led to the hypothesis that Mc and the HLA-relationship of the Mc to the host plays a role in autoimmune diseases such as SSc (Nelson 1996) . A question proposed in this hypothesis is whether some autoimmune diseases are actually autoalloimmune or allo-autoimmune. This concept, if proven, has the potential to open up a spectrum of new therapeutic approaches to SSc and potentially other autoimmune diseases (Tyndall et al. 1998) .
In the first study to test the hypothesis, significantly higher levels of FMc were found in the peripheral blood of women with SSc compared to healthy women (Nelson et al. 1998) . In other studies FMc was reported in DNA extracted from skin biopsies from SSc patients but not in controls (Artlett et al. 1998) . Subsequent studies that also examined skin found that FMc levels were significantly higher in SSc patients compared to controls (Ohtsuka et al. 2001; Sawaya et al. 2004) . (However, the prevalence difference reported in the earlier study of skin was not corroborated, possibly in part explained by a non-quantitative technique used in the earlier study.) The mechanism by which FMc might contribute to SSc is unknown. While analogy might be invoked with GVHD an important and dramatic difference between GVHD and SSc is that hematopoietic chimerism is essentially 100% in the former vs. far less than even 1% in the latter. Thus a more likely way in which FMc might contribute to SSc is through the indirect pathway of allorecognition and by inducing immune dysregulation in the host (Nelson 1998 a,b) . Further studies are needed as well as standardization of approach especially because some subsequent studies have found (Miyashita et al. 2000; Ichikawa et al. 2001; Burastero et al. 2003 ) while others have not found (Murata et al. 1999; Gannagé et al. 2002; Selva-O'Callaghan et al. 2003) an association of FMc with SSc.
Other investigators have examined different compartments of peripheral blood for FMc as well as cell types and functionality of FMc in SSc. An increase of FMc was found in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), but not in plasma (Lambert et al. 2002) . FMc was identified within different cellular subsets of PBMC, including T (CD3+) and B (CD19+) lymphocytes, monocytes (CD14+), and natural killer cells (CD56+/16+) . In salivary gland tissue, FMc was found in SSc but not in Sjögren's syndrome (Aractingi et al. 2002) . In a study of autopsies FMc was found in multiple organs in women with SSc but was infrequent in controls; the most frequent site for FMc was in the spleen . In localized scleroderma, male cells in skin lesions were immunophenotyped; the majority were found to be CD68+ or S100+, consistent with a dendritic cell phenotype. T and B lymphocytes were also represented (McNallan et al. 2007) .
Overall results indicate FMc is a common phenomenon including in healthy women, but that FMc levels are increased in women with SSc. Functional studies provide additional support for a role in disease pathogenesis. In one study, PBMC from SSc patients and controls were subjected to CD28 stimulation ex vivo. In the SSc patients, but not in the controls, this stimulus prompted an increase in the amount of detectable FMc in serial samples (Burastero et al. 2003) . In another investigation, T cell clones were isolated and cultured from women with SSc and control women. Expanded clones were tested for their reactivity to HLA antigens of the woman (self), and reactive clones were investigated further. Among SSc patients and controls, respectively, 18% and 4% of clones were found to be self-reactive, and of those, 19% and 9% were found to be of male origin. In SSc, malederived, self-reactive clones produced higher concentrations of IL-4 than did control clones, consistent with a Th2-oriented response (Scaletti et al. 2002) .
While FMc may contribute to SSc in parous women, nulliparous women, men and children can also develop SSc. These populations are not subject to FMc; however, they may accrue Mc from other sources. In addition to maternal Mc, as will be discussed in more detail, other potential natural sources of Mc include prior spontaneous or induced abortion. Male DNA has been found in peripheral blood samples from some women with no history of pregnancy . While unrecognized miscarriage is a potential explanation for this finding, other possible sources include acquired cells from an unrecognized (vanished) male twin or from an older brother. Supporting these possibilities, an interesting study of liver specimens from female children (recipients of liver transplant for biliary atresia or decreased from sudden infant death syndrome) and female fetuses (stillbirths or elective abortions), frequently found male Mc (Guettier et al. 2005) . Thus other sources of Mc are probably common, including: early pregnancy loss, unrecognized pregnancy, twin or older sibling, and iatrogenic sources such as blood transfusion.
FMc and other autoimmune diseases
In contrast to SSc, investigations of FMc in Sjögren's syndrome have generally not supported an association, although concentrations of FMc in salivary glands have shown some predominance in Sjögren's syndrome (Mijares-Boeckh-Behrens et al. 2001; Toda et al. 2001; Endo et al. 2002; Kuroki et al. 2002; Carlucci et al. 2003) . A role for FMc in systemic lupus erythematosus has also been controversial (Abbud Filho et al. 2002; , although several studies suggest that lupus nephritis in particular is associated with an increased concentration of FMc in circulation and in renal tissue (Mosca et al. 2003; Hovinga et al. 2006) . In a case report of an autopsy of a woman with lupus, multiple organ systems were examined, and FMc was identified in all histologically abnormal tissue, although not in healthy tissue .
Autoimmune thyroid disease is especially likely to manifest for the first time and flare postpartum, prompting interest in a potential role for FMc in autoimmune thyroiditis. Epidemiologic studies that have evaluated parity in risk of thyroid disease generally have not lent support for FMc in thyroiditis (Walsh et al. 2005; Pedersen et al. 2006) , although results may be limited due to analyses being made according to thyroid autoantibodies rather than actual thyroid disease. FMc has been found in thyroid tissue (measured by Q-PCR and fluorescence in situ hybridization, or FISH) and was increased in autoimmune thyroid diseases compared to controls in most although not all studies (Srivatsa et al. 2001; Ando et al. 2002; Renne et al. 2004; Klintschar et al. 2006) . Both Hashimoto's thyroiditis and Grave's disease have been studied. One study showed a higher FMc concentration in PMBC as well (Ando et al. 2002) . In one patient, histologic evaluation showed evidence that FMc could differentiate and form normal thyroid follicular tissue (Srivatsa et al. 2001) . A mouse model of experimental inflammatory thyroiditis offers additional support for a role of FMc in thyroid disease by confirming the accumulation of fetal cells in the maternal thyroid postpartum compared with controls (Imaizumi et al. 2002) .
Primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) is an autoimmune disease of the liver that has a very strong predilection for women in post reproductive years. PBC also resembles GVHD when the liver is affected. These observations prompted interest in a potential role of FMc in PBC. Overall, studies have consistently identified FMc in the liver of PBC patients, but many studies have not observed differences from FMc in livers of patients with other diseases (Tanaka et al. 1999; Corpechot et al. 2000; Schöniger-Hekele et al. 2002) . However, some disease subsets such as women with anticentromere antibodies do seem to harbor FMc more commonly (Corpechot et al. 2000) . In one study higher concentrations of FMc were described in PBC compared to controls (Fanning et al. 2000) .
FMc in other diseases (non autoimmune)
A few studies have examined FMc in dermatologic disorders. The lesions of polymorphic eruptions of pregnancy have been shown to commonly contain FMc (Aractingi et al. 1998) . A case of lichen planus in a female twin child (in a gender discordant dizygotic twin pair) was found to be associated with male Mc in peripheral blood and skin (Vabres et al. 2002) . Two small studies of mucosal and/or cutaneous lichen planus did not consistently detect male Mc, although these were limited by size and control groups (Tanei et al. 2000; Weger et al. 2006) . Similarly, limited studies in vulvar lichen sclerosis have not found a difference in FMc compared with controls (Regauer et al. 2004; Bauer et al. 2006) .
While inflammatory myopathies have primarily been investigated for maternal Mc, one small study assessed a potential role of FMc in these diseases and found no association (Selva-O' Callaghan et al. 2001) . A recent study of hypersensitivity pneumonitis (HP) (Kowalzick et al.) reported an association with FMc. In blood, fluid from bronchoalveolar lavage, and lung tissue from women with HP, there was a higher prevalence of FMc compared with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis and controls (from autopsy after death from unrelated causes). Interestingly, HP patients with FMc had a significantly decreased pulmonary diffusion capacity than HP patients without FMc as well (Bustos et al. 2007) .
Beneficence: a role for FMc in allogeneic surveillance?
Much of the information that is currently available derives from studies of association, and causation is unknown. It is difficult to know in studies of human biopsy or autopsy samples whether Mc is an active participant in damage, an incidental marker of concurrent processes, or a potential contributor to repair. Some studies have found evidence of fetal cell differentiation in maternal tissue suggesting they may be involved in tissue repair in a variety of different organs [56] . Other studies support a protective role for FMc in breast cancer. A role for FMc in breast cancer was explored due to the reduction in risk of breast cancer among parous women. In both an initial exploratory investigation and a confirmatory, population-based, case-control study, women with breast cancer were relatively deficient in circulating FMc compared with controls. In analyses adjusted for potential confounders, the OR for developing breast cancer in the presence of FMc was 0.29 (Gadi et al. 2007; Gadi et al. 2008) . These findings support a role for FMc not previously considered: that of allogeneic surveillance. The concept evokes comparison with the graftversus-tumor effect of donor cells in hematopoietic cell transplantation. Similar studies of other cancers that are affected by parity will be of interest.
A smaller study of cervical cancer and a case report of thymic carcinoma illustrate some of the challenges in determining the role of FMc. In cervical cancer, cervical tissue in cancer cases showed FMc consistently, while tissue from healthy controls did not. The majority of the male cells were identified as either leukocytes (CD45+) or epithelium (cytokeratin positive) (Cha et al. 2003) . In a case report of a woman with poorly differentiated thymic epithelial carcinoma dramatic tumor regression was observed after transfusion with G-CSF (granulocyte-colony stimulating factor)-mobilized cells from the patient's daughter. Preexisting FMc (from this daughter) was documented in the patient's circulation and was augmented in quantity after transfusion, supporting a graft-versus-tumor effect in this individual (Tokita et al. 2001) .
Beneficence: a role for FMc in tissue repair?
As previously noted, fetal cells that appear to have differentiated into organ-specific phenotypes have been found in some patients with thyroid or liver damage, suggesting a role for FMc in repair (Srivatsa et al. 2001; Stevens et al. 2004 ). This has not yet been investigated in larger populations, although animal models may help us to better understand the phenomenon. Animal models designed to investigate FMc generally involve the breeding of females (mice or rats) with males transgenic for enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP). Identification of EGFP-positive cells in maternal circulation and tissues allows for identification and investigation of this fetal-derived material. One such rat model administered ethanol and gentamycin to females postpartum from a transgenic mating in order to induce hepatic and renal injury. Subsequent examination of maternal tissues identified EGFP-positive cells, presumed FMc, in maternal circulation, bone marrow, as hepatocytes in maternal liver, and as renal tubular cells in maternal kidney (Wang et al. 2004) . A similar study in mice evaluated maternal tissues after postpartum exposure to chemical (carbon tetrachloride) or surgical hepatic injury (partial hepatectomy) and evaluated the involvement of FMc in response to injury. They found FMc in liver and spleen after chemical, but not surgical, exposure, with an increasing amount demonstrable over time (Khosrotehrani et al. 2007 ).
FMc in transplantation
Observations from transplantation studies provide clues regarding the functionality of FMc. If FMc maintains immunocompetence, its presence may influence GVHD. An increased risk of GVHD has been reported after syngeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation if either the donor or recipient is parous compared with nulliparous women or men (Adams et al. 2004) . Further evidence comes from identification of cytotoxic T cells in the circulation of parous women donors that can occur concurrently with FMc and maintain reactivity specific for minor histocompatibility (H) antigens (Verdijk et al. 2004) .
It has been speculated that long-term persistence of FMc is associated with long-term maternal tolerance to fetal antigens. Maternal tolerance to FMc could also impact transplantation outcomes, similar to reports of better tolerance to non-inherited maternal antigens (NIMA) in transplant recipients (Burlingham et al. 1998; Stern et al. 2008 ) (as will be discussed further below). The largest study addressing this question analyzed over 1800 living donor renal transplants in which parents received transplants from their offspring. They found no difference in graft survival at 3 years in the mothers than the fathers (Mahanty et al. 2001) .
Fetal microchimerism: summary
Investigations beginning over a century ago revealed that transfer of fetal cells to the mother during pregnancy occurs commonly, if not uniformly. Long-term, low levels of persistent FMc are common. The presence of FMc and its differentiation potential have been demonstrated in a number of different tissues. It is likely that the consequences of persistent FMc depend on a constellation of factors including the immunogenetic relationships between mother and fetus, and perhaps between a newly acquired source of FMc and preexisting inhabitants of the maternal system (from her own mother, her prior children, or other sources). In some cases, FMc appears to contribute to perturbations in maternal immunity that may contribute to autoimmune diseases. In other situations, the context of these interactions may yield benefit to long-term maternal health by allowing FMc to act as allogeneic surveyors in her system.
Maternal microchimerism
The NIMA effect
Fetal acquisition of maternal cells may have even more dramatic consequences on later fetal health than fetomaternal transfer does on maternal health. The fetal immune response differs from adult and even from neonatal, immune responses. This was demonstrated decades ago by Billingham and colleagues in a series of experiments exposing mice and chicks to allogeneic tissue suspensions in utero. After delivery and the attainment of maturity, skin grafts from donors of the same strain, as well as additional allogeneic skin grafts, were placed. They demonstrated tolerance to the grafts from strains to which in utero exposure occurred, and rejection of unexposed grafts, suggesting enduring and specific tolerance to antigens presented to the fetus in utero (Billingham et al. 1953) . Thus natural acquisition of MMc by the fetus in normal pregnancy may result in similar durable, maternal-specific tolerance, or the NIMA effect.
Identification of circulating maternal cells was first noted in offspring with severe combined immunodeficiency syndrome (Pollack et al. 1982; Geha et al. 1983) . Early human data to support the NIMA effect came from the work of Claas et al., in 1988 . In 26 highly-sensitized renal transplant patients (who had received earlier massive blood transfusions), permissible HLA mismatches were identified by serologic testing. A majority of these permissible mismatches included NIMAs (15/26), whereas only 2/26 included non-inherited paternal antigens, or NIPAs (Claas et al. 1988) . Additional studies, although not all, have described a significant correlation of NIMA with better transplantation outcomes (Burlingham et al. 1998; Stern et al. 2008) .
A NIMA effect has also been suggested in some studies of autoimmune disease. For example a study that investigated patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) who lacked an RA-associated HLA allele found a significant increase in NIMA that carried a risk allele when compared to NIPA (tenWolde et al. 1993) . A similar observation was reported in type 1 diabetes (Pani et al. 2002) . Interestingly, a recent study of RA patients also found protection from RA when NIMA carried an RA-protective HLA sequence (Feitsma et al. 2007 ). However, a difference in NIMA versus NIPA has not been uniformly found in other studies of autoimmune diseases. That a mother might influence the health of her offspring by "donating" MMc as well as subcellular organelles and macromolecules, has been termed "matrilineal nonMendelian heredity" (Maurel et al. 2008) .
MMc kinetics and HLA context
To address concerns about maternal cell contamination of cord blood and potential effects thereof on cord blood transplantation, FISH was used to identify female cells in the PBMC from cord blood of healthy male fetuses. CD8+ and CD34+ subsets were similarly assessed. Overall, 20% of samples were positive for maternal cells in either unselected PBMC or one of the subsets, and the proportion of maternal to total cells was as high as 1% (Hall et al. 1995) . Lo and colleagues investigated MMc in cord blood using PCR for nonshared polymorphisms. They found that 24-42% of samples were positive for MMc, with fractional concentrations of 2.6 x 10 -4 in the cellular fraction, and 3.0 x 10 -3 in plasma (Lo et al. 1996; Lo et al. 2000) .
The long-term persistence of MMc in immunologically competent adults was queried in a study of healthy adults and patients with SSc. 55% of patients were found to harbor MMc in PBMC isolated from a single peripheral blood draw by PCR techniques identifying nonshared HLA polymorphisms; the mean age at the time of blood draw was 28 years. This study used a non-quantitative technique, so differences in levels could not be analyzed; however there was no difference in prevalence observed in healthy adults and SSc patients. The effect of specific HLA alleles and of HLA-compatibility between individuals and their mothers has been analyzed for an effect on MMc. In cord blood collected at a median of 26 weeks gestation by cordocentesis performed for clinical indications, MMc was identified in 53% of specimens. HLA genotyping was performed for mother-fetus pairs, and MMc was found to be associated with maternal-fetal compatibility at the DRB1 and DQB1 loci, as well as with the maternal DQB1*0301 allele (Berry et al. 2004) .
Animal models have shown that transfusion of parental lymphocytes homozygous for major histocompatibility (MHC) into heterozygous offspring can result in a lupus-like picture in the offspring (Portanova et al. 1988) . Because of this observation, Stevens and colleagues sought to assess mother/son HLA compatibility in male subjects with lupus compared with controls. They found that bidirectional compatibility for DRB1 was associated with lupus (odds ratio 5.0). Together these observations suggest MMc could sometimes contribute to lupus in a woman's offspring .
A mouse model system designed to assess the relationship between MHC compatibility and MMc found that MMc was increased in homozygous progeny compared with heterozygous progeny (Kaplan et al. 2005) . As with FMc, the nature of MMc acquisition in the fetus may depend on the larger context of histocompatibility in the pregnancy within which transplacental trafficking occurred.
Long-term persistent MMc and its functional capacity
To begin to elucidate the functional capacity of MMc, a number of studies have investigated fetal and neonatal tissues to determine the distribution of maternal cells. In fetal tissues obtained from pregnancy terminations performed for either social reasons or anomalies, or stillbirth (14-27 weeks gestation), maternal cells were identified in multiple tissues and PBMC subset populations. Specifically, MMc has been found in fetal liver, lung, heart, thymus, spleen, adrenal, kidney, pancreas, brain, and gonads. Cell subsets that have been found to harbor MMc include CD3+, CD19+, CD34+, and CD45+ (Gotherstrom et al. 2005; Jonsson et al. 2008) . Neonatal tissue studies have confirmed similar results (Srivatsa et al. 2003) . The ability of MMc to differentiate into a local phenotype in an organ to which it migrates is evidenced by work in neonatal lupus (Stevens et al. 2003) , type 1 diabetes (see Fig.  3 ) , and juvenile inflammatory dermatoses , as explained in more detail below.
Beyond the fetal and neonatal period, the long-term persistence of MMc in healthy adults has been demonstrated. MMc is detectable in circulating T cells (CD3+), B cells (CD19+), monocyte/macrophages (CD14+), and NK cells (CD56/CD16+), in adults (mean age 39 years). In this study 39% of all tested subjects had detectable MMc in at least one subset (Loubiere et al. 2006) .
Animal models can provide insight into the trafficking and functionality of MMc. In a rat model trafficking of mesenchymal stem cells injected into maternal circulation across the placenta to the fetus was found to depend on placental integrins and a maternal to fetal vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF-A) concentration gradient. In this study, the cells engrafted in fetal tissues and persisted for several weeks (Chen et al. 2008) . Other mouse models have confirmed the near ubiquity of maternal to fetal transfer and have suggested that such trafficking commences with the establishment of placental circulation. In addition, one study utilizing blastocyst transfer of specific fetuses showed that the distribution of MMc was altered depending on the immune status of the fetus. In immune-deficient offspring (scid/ scid), initial localization of MMc occurred within the thymus, followed by subsequent broad distribution. In immune competent offspring, MMc localized specifically to the bone marrow (Piotrowski model have been confounded by acquisition by the IL-2 knockout fetus of maternal IL-2 expressing cells. These offspring develop chimerism for IL-2 knockout cells and IL-2 expressing cells, resulting in detectable IL-2 that prevents any abnormalities in development and precludes evaluation of the knockout phenotype (Wrenshall et al. 2007 ).
Therapeutic potential of in utero stem cell transfusion
Other work has sought to exploit the tolerogenic nature of in utero antigenic exposure and the development of persistent Mc for the treatment of genetic diseases. A few case reports of successful engraftment and persistent functional donor Mc after delivery have been reported in diseases such as hemoglobinopathies and severe immunodeficiencies. (reviewed in (Surbek et al. 1999) ) However, both these human reports, as well as data from animal models have yielded conflicting data regarding efficacy and feasibility (Carrier et al. 2000; Garbuzova-Davis et al. 2006) . Factors that may influence the success of in utero transplantation include the timing, route of administration, and donor characteristics. Earlier transplantation may be more likely to result in engraftment due to the relative immaturity of the fetal immune system. On the other hand, intravenous administration via cordocentesis is likely to be more efficient than peritoneal administration. A variety of donor sources have been considered, including paternal bone marrow. Because there is natural acquisition of MMc during fetal life early in pregnancy, successful transplant might be more readily achievable with the mother as a donor, taking advantage of pre-established tolerance through very early natural acquisition might permit efficient intravenous delivery of a larger cell dose.
MMc, malevolence or beneficence?
Malevolence: alloimmunity underlying some autoimmunity?
MMc may have the potential to generate an alloimmune response in the "fetal" host over time, manifesting in classic autoimmune disease findings. A case report suggesting such a phenomenon described dermatologic and systemic autoimmune manifestations in a child who had significant MMc within his CD4+ lymphocyte population . MMc was found significantly more often in women with SSc than controls in PBMC. In this study, one patient with severe SSc who tested negatively for MMc in PBMC subsequently died following an et al. 1996) . In another study, female mice transgenic for luciferase were crossed with wild type males, and wild type offspring were assessed for luciferase signal (acquired via MMc). MMc was demonstrated in 85% of mice and was widely distributed, with highest concentrations noted in offspring heart and lung (Su et al. 2008) .
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The functionality of MMc is supported by the difficulty investigators have had in establishing an IL-2 knockout mouse, which has been a model sought to better understand the role of IL-2 in thymic development. Attempts to create such a autologous hematopoietic cell transplant and was found to harbor substantial levels of MMc in multiple tissues including lung, heart and bone marrow (Lambert et al. 2004) .
Neonatal lupus syndrome is a congenital autoimmune disease associated with congenital heart block, rash, and hepatic and hematologic abnormalities. While specific maternal autoantibodies are associated with the disease, only a small proportion of babies born to women with these antibodies develop the manifestations, suggesting that other factors are necessary parts of the pathogenesis. Stevens and colleagues demonstrated increased MMc in the hearts of patients with neonatal lupus syndrome compared with controls. The majority of maternal cells identified expressed α-actin, a cardiomyocyte specific marker (Stevens et al. 2003) . Stevens and colleagues also evaluated MMc in peripheral blood from twins and triplets discordant for neonatal lupus syndrome or congenital heart block. MMc was found in children both with and without congenital heart block. In one family, the concentration of MMc increased over time in a child who developed progressive congenital heart block .
Other autoimmune diseases that primarily affect children have been subjects of investigation of a potential role for MMc in autoimmunity, including inflammatory myopathies and biliary atresia. An increase in MMc has been found in juvenile idiopathic inflammatory myopathy and dermatomyositis in peripheral blood and also in muscle tissue when compared with controls (Artlett et al. 2000; Reed et al. 2000) . One study showed a negative association of MMc with methotrexate therapy (Artlett et al. 2001) . In the juvenile cutaneous inflammatory disease pityriasis lichenoides, higher concentrations of MMc were found in skin compared with healthy controls and with noninflammatory skin lesions. In this study, MMc was found to express cytokeratin, suggestive of differentiation into keratinocytes . Biliary atresia is a progressive disease of the biliary tree in infants that is the most common cause of pediatric liver transplantation in the United States. Two studies found MMc in the livers of patients with biliary atresia and not in controls (Suskind et al. 2004; Kobayashi et al. 2007) . Further mechanistic and functional investigations are needed to better understand the role of MMc in the development of these pediatric diseases.
Infantile hemangiomas have also been investigated and have not been found to contain MMc (Pittman et al. 2006; Regnier et al. 2007) . A study of twins showed increased peripheral blood Mc (from multiple sources, possibly including MMc) in multiple sclerosis, comparing dizygotic affected twins versus their unaffected co-twins, with even higher prevalence of Mc in monozygotic twin pairs concordant for the disease (Willer et al. 2006) .
MMc benevolence: tissue repair or cooperative contribution?
Higher prevalence and concentrations of MMc in disease states in peripheral blood and in tissue could be interpreted a number of different ways. One possibility is that the MMc is contributing to the disease in a pathogenic role, for example as effector cells against host tissues. Another possibility, also in a pathogenic role, is that differentiated MMc in tissues are the target of immunologic attack. However, there are other explanations that invoke a positive role. MMc could travel secondarily to a diseased organ and contribute to tissue repair. Additionally, MMc could provide a type of "educational" advantage and cooperatively contribute for example in the development of a normal fetus and neonate.
In a study of type 1 diabetes MMc was significantly increased in peripheral blood when compared to unaffected siblings and to unrelated controls. A few pancreases were also studied for MMc and to characterize cell type for any maternal cells that might be present. Very few hematopoietic cells were found in the 4 pancreases studied, but MMc was not uncommon among islet β cells and were somewhat more numerous in the type 1 diabetic pancreas. The role of MMc in type 1 diabetes is not known but overall a beneficial role was suggested as the cells secreted insulin and could be attempting to help to regenerate diseased tissue ).
Maternal microchimerism: summary
The exchange of material between mother and fetus is bidirectional, but the implications of MMc acquired by the fetus in utero differ fundamentally from FMc acquired by the mother in adult life. Because this exposure occurs during early development of the fetal immune system, the primary response is to develop allospecific tolerance to maternal antigens. Long-term persistence of MMc reflects the importance of matrilineal influences on health that occur through non-genetic acquisition of cellular and subcellular material and can alter immune function and responsiveness. Similar to FMc, MMc is common, seems to have both beneficial and detrimental effects on the host, and may contribute in a cooperative role to the differentiation and functionality of host cells. Furthering our understanding of the unique tolerogenic nature of the fetal response to MMc exposure may have important therapeutic relevance. ARACTINGI, S., BERKANE, N., BERTHEAU, P., GOUÉ, C.L., DAUSSET, J., UZAN, S. and CAROSELLA, E.D. (1998) . Fetal DNA in skin of polymorphic eruptions of pregnancy. 
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